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Significance of Geological Units of the Bohemian Massif, Czech Republic, as Seen
by Ambient Noise Interferometry
BOHUSLAV RŮŽEK,1 LUBICA VALENTOVÁ,2 and FRANTIŠEK GALLOVIČ2
Abstract—Broadband recordings of 88 seismic stations distributed in the Bohemian Massif, Czech Republic, and covering the
time period of up to 12 years were processed by a cross-correlation
technique. All correlograms were analyzed by a novel approach to
get both group and phase dispersion of Rayleigh and Love waves.
Individual dispersion curves were averaged in five distinct geological units which constitute the Bohemian Massif
(Saxothuringian, Teplá-Barrandean, Sudetes, Moravo-Silesian, and
Moldanubian). Estimated error of the averaged dispersion curves
are by an order smaller than the inherent variability due to the 3D
distribution of seismic velocities within the units. The averaged
dispersion data were inverted for 1D layered velocity models
including their uncertainty, which are characteristic for each of the
geological unit. We found that, overall, the differences between the
inverted velocity models are of similar order as the variability
inside the geological units, suggesting that the geological specification of the units is not fully reflected into the S-wave propagation
velocities on a regional scale. Nevertheless, careful treatment of the
dispersion data allowed us to identify some robust characteristics of
the area. The vp to vs ratio is anomalously low (*1.6) for all the
units. The Moldanubian is the most rigid and most homogeneous
part of the Bohemian Massif. Middle crust in the depth range of
*3–15 km is relatively homogeneous across the investigated
region, while both uppermost horizon (0–3 km) and lower crust
([15 km) exhibit lower degree of homogeneity.
Key words: Ambient noise, geological units, Bohemian
Massif, velocity model.

1. Introduction
Seismic interferometry is a modern method of
utilization of seismic noise. The core of the processing is cross-correlation of long-term recordings
of station pairs. The result is estimation of the
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Green’s function between the two stations (e.g.,
WAPENAAR 2004). Since the seismic noise is generated at the surface and propagates mostly
horizontally, the estimated Green’s functions are only
approximate and contain mainly surface waves. Both
group and phase velocities of Rayleigh and Love
waves corresponding to station-to-station pairs can be
determined from appropriate correlograms. Such
path-averaged velocities can be localized to individual geographical positions by means of 2D seismic
tomography (e.g., BARMIN et al. 2001; SHAPIRO et al.
2005; VALENTOVÁ et al. 2015). Local dispersion of
surface waves can be further inverted to local 1D
layered velocity models, and these 1D models recompiled into a representative 3D velocity model
(STEHLY et al. 2009; WARD et al. 2013; WARREN et al.
2013; MACQUET et al. 2014). Application of such
measurement and processing is appealing for several
reasons: (i) no artificial sources of seismic energy
(like explosions or vibrators) are needed,
(ii) recording stations can be installed arbitrarily
regardless to back azimuths to earthquakes what is
important if classical approaches were used, (iii) the
fundamental result of measurement and processing is
distribution of S-wave velocity of propagation, i.e.,
information which is difficult to obtain in other types
of experiments (refraction tomography, reflection
seismology, teleseismic tomography, and receiver
functions). Seismic interferometry can be used also
for monitoring temporal variations of the transfer
function of the geological environment (SENSSCHÖNFELDER and WEGLER 2006).
Geological structure of the Bohemian Massif and
its surroundings is subject of permanent research. As
regards geological setting, Bohemian Massif is
composed of five basic units (Saxothuringian, Teplá-
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Barrandean, Moldanubian, Sudetes, and MoravoSilesian units, for details see e.g., MCCANN et al.
2008). This region as a whole can be classified as
geologically stable. Nevertheless, part of the western
tip of Bohemian Massif is characterized by periodic
occurrence of seismic swarms linked to the tripple
junction of three geological units (e.g., HORÁLEK and
FISCHER 2010; Fischer et al. 2014). Other parts of
Bohemian Massif are only weakly seismically active
(Moravo-Silesian unit) and their character of seismicity is quite different. Different behaviors of
individual geological units, differences in their evolution, petrological composition, tectonic regime,
etc., draw the interest of many research projects to
this region. Seismology plays an important role in
discovering structure and properties of deep parts of
the Earth’s crust and upper mantle. Refraction seismology performed in the frame of experiments like
CELEBRATION 2000 (GUTERCH et al. 2003a, b) and
SUDETES 2003 (GRAD et al. 2003) provided mainly
P-wave velocity distributions within the crust and
uppermost mantle along profiles (HRUBCOVÁ et al.
2005; RŮŽEK et al. 2007; HRUBCOVÁ and ŚRODA 2008).
3D regional velocity models are less common, but
also available (MAJDANSKI et al. 2007; BEHM et al.
2007, 2009; MALINOWSKI et al. 2008). Both P and
S-wave 3D local velocity model is known from local
earthquake tomography for western Bohemia seismoactive region (RŮŽEK and HORÁLEK 2013).
Recordings of teleseismic earthquakes represent data
suitable for investigating the deeper Earth’s velocity
structure (down to the upper mantle). Such data are
usually used, e.g., in evaluating SKS-wave splitting
and modeling the upper mantle anisotropy (e.g.,
BABUŠKA et al. 2008), in constructing the P-to-S
receiver functions detecting predominantly velocity
contrasts at discontinuities (WILDE-PIORKO et al. 2005;
GEISSLER et al. 2008) and in teleseismic tomography
(PLOMEROVÁ et al. 2007). It is evident that much effort
was spent in investigations of the structure of the
Bohemian Massif. However, the problem of how the
differences between geological units are projected to
geomechanical properties like seismic wave speeds
was not up to now systematically studied. Based on
deep refraction measurements, NOVOTNÝ and URBAN
(1988) indicated that P-wave velocity can differ by
±5 % across the units. HRUBCOVÁ et al. (2005) found

qualitative differences in wave fields generated by
explosions in different geological units, but no significant boundaries between the units could be
defined based exclusively on P-wave velocities. As
regards application of methods utilizing seismic noise
in the Bohemian Massif, till now only joint inversion
of group velocities obtained from seismic noise and
teleseismic P-waveforms provided rough information
about the Moho depth including anomalously low vp
to vs ratio (RŮŽEK et al. 2012).
It is well known that seismic tomography, in
general, is an unstable inverse problem, providing
velocity maps associated with relatively large
uncertainties. Therefore, here, we take more conservative yet robust approach by means of constructing a
block-like S-wave velocity model of the Bohemian
Massif and neighboring Vogtland region using
exclusively ambient seismic noise. The blocks are
associated with a priori known geological units
mentioned above. The steps in reaching this goal
include (i) collection of as much as possible broadband seismic data from stations operated in the target
area; (ii) preprocessing and cross-correlation of huge
amount of long-term seismic recordings; (iii) extraction of averaged and path-dependent phase and
group velocities of Rayleigh and Love surface waves
from correlograms by a novel approach; (iv) selection of dispersion data corresponding to particular
geological units; and (v) 1D inversions of dispersion
curves averaged over particular geological regions.

2. Data
2.1. Data Sources
Recordings of all available stations lying in the
area of interest (see Fig. 1) and operated within the
time period of 2001–2012 were collected for processing. The stations were either permanent stations
or temporary stations operated in the frame of
different experiments. Most of the data were easily
accessible since they were already present on the data
server of the Institute of Geophysics in Prague. A
smaller portion of data was necessary to download
from the public server eida.knmi.nl using the ArcLink
protocol. As regards the origin of collected data,
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Figure 1
A map showing the target area covered by available broadband stations. Different colors of station symbols (triangles) indicate the data origin:
blue—permanent stations of CRSN and VEBSN; red—temporary stations of the Institute of Geophysics Prague; brown—stations provided by
arclink server at eida.knmi.nl

following categories of seismic stations can be
specified:
1. permanent stations of the Czech Regional Seismological Network (CRSN—www 2015a);
2. permanent stations of the Virtual European
Broadband Seismological Network (VEBSN—
www 2015b) closest to the target area;
3. temporary stations operated in the framework of
PASSEQ experiment (e.g., WILDE-PIÓRKO et al.
2008);
4. temporary stations operated during the BOHEMA
I, II, and III experiments (PLOMEROVÁ et al. 2003;
BABUŠKA et al. 2005);
5. selected regional stations of the Saxonian Seismological Network (SXNET—www 2015c);
6. selected regional stations of the Bavarian Seismological Network (BWNET—www 2015d).
Only stations providing 3 component broadband
signals were included into the dataset. Original
recordings were not homogeneous mainly due to
different sensors at stations (STS2, different kinds of
Guralp seismometers) and due to different sampling
(20, 100, 200 Hz). Therefore, all data were first

homogenized by band-pass filtering in the period
range of 1–150 s and next by down sampling to 2 Hz.
Distribution of stations and schematic station-tostation ray coverage is presented in Fig. 1. Summary
about the collected dataset is given in Table 1.
2.2. Initial Processing of Seismic Noise
Long-term time series representing seismic noise
were processed by standard cross-correlation technique as proposed, e.g., by BENSEN et al. (2007). Steps
of the processing included (i) splitting of the original
data into 1-h perfectly continuous segments (no gaps
inside segments allowed); (ii) excluding segments
with indications of nonstationarity, irregularity or
other anomalous behavior; (iii) removing DC-offset
and linear trend; (iv) amplitude normalization;
(v) prewhitening the signals; (vi) cross-correlation
of all possible station-to-station pairs using vertical–
vertical, transverse–transverse and radial–radial pairs
of signals (rotation of horizontal components needed);
and (vii) stacking over the whole recording period.
Examples of resulting cross-correlograms are
shown in Fig. 2. Correlograms of negative and
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Table 1
Summary of data
Number of stations
Data span interval
Total number of correlograms
Number of correlograms with
(SNRa [5) AND (recording spanb C1000 h)

88
Jan-01-2001–Dec-31-2012 (4383 days)
2234
1768—for vertical component
1138—for radial component
1307—for transversal component
543 days—for vertical component
595 days—for radial component
599 days—for transversal component

Average efficient record length:
(SNRa [5) AND (recording spanb C1000 h)
a

SNR: ratio between the maximum absolute amplitude of surface waves and mean level of the preceding noise

b

Recording span = total amount of data not including data gaps, i.e., stations giving less than total of 1000 h of data withdrawn completely

(a)

(b)

Figure 2
Correlograms obtained by processing long-term seismic noise recordings and with SNR[5: a by using vertical components, Rayleigh surface
waves are emerging; b by using transversal components, mostly Love surface waves are emerging

positive lags were summed together in order to
increase the signal to noise ratio. Both Rayleigh and
Love waves are clearly visible on vertical and

transverse components, respectively. Love waves
travel somewhat faster than Rayleigh waves as
expected. Weak dispersion is also visible. Amplitude
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spectra averaged over all traces are depicted in Fig. 3.
Two dominant peaks (frequency/period 0.07 Hz/14 s,
0.13 Hz/7.5 s) correspond to primary and secondary
microseisms, respectively. Prewhitening the signals
broadens the frequency range but does not remove the
dominant oscillations completely (prewhitening of
y(t) consists of the following steps: Y(x) = fft(y(t)),
P(x) = Y(x)*Y(x), ywhite(t) = fft-1(Y(x)/(P(x) ?
w)), where w = max(P)/20 is stabilizing ‘‘water
level’’ factor). Based on Fig. 3, following analysis
will be limited to the frequency range of *h0.05 to
0.5 Hzi.
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phase velocity be c(x). Then each signal can be phase
corrected for its individual offset,
xi

Sci ðxÞ ¼ Si ðxÞeixcðxÞ

and all the phase corrected spectra can be summed
over all rays/offsets,
X
X
x
ixcðxi Þ
c
Qðx; cÞ ¼
S
ð
x
Þ
¼
S
ð
x
Þe
: ð2Þ
i
i
i
i
Correct value of c(x) causes constructive (inphase) summation, while incorrect one leads to
canceling out the value of Q(x,c). Thus, the phase
velocity can be found as follows:
cðxÞ ¼ argmaxðjQðx; cÞjÞ:

3. Average Dispersion and Average Crustal Model
In this section, we treat all the station-to-station
pairs simultaneously to obtain mean dispersion curve
and mean 1D vertically inhomogeneous layered
medium. This way, we also test the signal quality and
consistency of the inferred correlograms.
3.1. Average Phase Velocity Dispersion
First an attempt was made to get a representative
phase velocity dispersion using all correlograms
simultaneously. Let the i-th correlogram si(t) corresponds to the station-to-station offset xi, being
expressed in frequency domain as Si(x). Let the

Figure 3
Amplitude spectra averaged over all correlograms. Colors indicate
the component: black—vertical; red—radial; blue—transversal

ð1Þ

ð3Þ

We note that this approach is valid only when
taking into account station-to-station distances xi
larger than the respective signal wavelength
k = 2p.c(x)/x. It is so because otherwise one would
need to take into account additional phase correction
in Eq. (1) as discussed by, e.g., BOSCHI et al. (2014);
BOSCHI and WEEMSTRA (2015). Since in this case there
are a lot of data available for the summation, we
excluded all signals for which xi \ k and ignored
phase correction term. The necessity for selecting a
lower limit for the interstation distance is emerging
also in traditional measurements of the velocity
dispersion from earthquakes, as thoroughly studied
e.g., by SNOKE et al. (2014). Note that the phase
correction is considered in Sect. 4 when we calculate
dispersion along all individual interstation paths. In
that case, we cannot afford removing short interstation distances to keep sufficient number of data for
the inversion.
Figure 4 shows three plots of |Q(x,c)| for vertical,
radial, and transverse components. The plots for
vertical and radial components should be alike
because they both correspond to Rayleigh waves.
Transverse component corresponds to Love waves
and its plot should differ from the Rayleigh wave
plots. Phase dispersion curves c(x) can be identified
as ridges on these plots. Besides of one dominant
ridge in the vertical or transverse component, there
are also other secondary ridges in these plots. Such
less-significant ridges are most probably processing
artifacts due to the 2g periodicity of Eq. (1), and are
thus ignored. The plot of radial component contains
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Figure 4
Three plots of Q(x,c) calculated using Eq. (2) for vertical, radial, and transversal components. The values of |Q| are normalized separately for
each period. The color scale is blue = 0, red = 1. Phase velocity dispersion curve can be measured from the course of the main ridge in each
plot. Rayleigh wave phase dispersion can be evaluated using either vertical or radial components (see the bottom-right graph). In fact the
differences are negligible and these two curves (R—vertical in blue and R—radial in brown) overlay in this graph, suggesting that the average
phase velocity measurement is very accurate. As expected, phase velocities of Love wave (red curve) are generally higher than those of
Rayleigh wave

just one dominant ridge. Phase velocities picked from
the velocity-period plots are drawn in Fig. 4 and are
presented in Table 2. We note here that transverse
component could contain an additional Rayleigh
wave energy if the illumination of the recording
stations by seismic noise was not isotropic. The same
holds for contamination of radial component by Love

wave energy. In such cases, the prerequisites of the
method are not fully met and the results can be
biased. Cross-talk between horizontal components
can include also other phases than just Rayleigh or
Love waves, so measurements on vertical component
which need no transformations could be more
robust compared to measurements on horizontal
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Table 2
Average phase velocities
-1

T (s) cR (km s ) cL (km s-1) T (s) cR (km s-1) cL (km s-1)
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3.08
3.09
3.13
3.15
3.18
3.20
3.23
3.25
3.29

–
–
3.53
3.56
3.61
3.62
3.65
3.69
3.72

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

3.31
3.34
3.37
3.41
3.45
3.49
3.53
3.56

3.73
3.77
3.79
3.81
3.83
3.86
3.87
3.91

components. Good agreement between Rayleigh
wave dispersions measured separately on vertical
and radial components indicates sufficient isotropy of
the seismic noise propagation and strong dominance
of pure Rayleigh- and Love-waves. Our data therefore permit balanced interpretations of the inferred
dispersion curves without the need for preferring
measurements on vertical component to those on
horizontal components.
3.2. Average Group Velocity Dispersion
Standard FTAN analysis (originally proposed by
DZIEWONSKI et al. 1969, further developed especially
by LEVSHIN et al. 1992) was applied to all the vertical,
radial, and transverse correlograms, in order to
measure spatially averaged group velocity as a
counterpart to the average phase velocity (Fig. 4;
Table 2). The procedure includes (i) filtering the
correlograms using a sequence of Gaussian octave
band-pass filters with central frequencies in the range
0.05–0.5 Hz; (ii) computing envelopes of the filtered
signal; (iii) transforming time axis of all envelopes to
equivalent group velocity axis v via the rule v = xi/
t (xi is station-to-station offset of i-th correlogram);
(iv) final stacking separately for each considered
frequency over all correlograms. Three diagrams
obtained this way for vertical, radial, and transverse
components are presented in Fig. 5. Group velocity
dispersion curve can be identified again as a ridge in
the appropriate map. Picked group velocities are
shown also in Fig. 5. By comparing Figs. 4 and 5, it
is clearly visible that the average group velocities are
worse determined than the average phase velocities—
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the ridges in group velocity plots are broader and
poorly resolved especially in the high-period range.
As a result, dispersion curves depicted from the
vertical and horizontal components with Rayleigh
waves are not perfectly aligned as in the case of the
phase velocities. This is partly due to different nature
of both approaches. The main drawback of FTAN in
this context is the identification of the group velocity
with maxima of envelope function, which is flat and
often contains more local maxima. The lower accuracy of average group velocity with respect to the
phase velocity can be related to the extent of the
studied area, which covers a broad range of group
velocities.
3.3. Inversion of Average Phase Velocity Dispersion
Phase velocities of Rayleigh and Love waves
were inverted for an optimum velocity model.
Inversion was performed using 1D layered velocity
models which should provide phase velocities consistent with the measured ones (both for Rayleigh and
Love waves at a time). Different kinds of velocity
models were inverted and tested, starting with the
simplest one composed of one layer above halfspace
and ending with the most complex model including
six layers over the halfspace. In all cases, subject of
inversion was S-wave velocities in the layers and
half-space, thicknesses of the individual layers, and
the P-to-S velocity ratio (common for all layers).
Density, also needed for forward calculations, was
estimated by an empirical formula linking density q
and P-wave velocity a (q = 0.77 ? 0.32a, RŮŽEK
et al. 2012). It was found that at least 3 layers above
half-space must be considered in order to get
satisfactory fit between the measured and predicted
phase velocities. Simpler models (including only one
or two layers) were unable to fit velocities for lowest
periods.
Inversion was carried out using Matlab version of
the ‘Differential evolution algorithm—DE’ (STORN
and PRICE 1997; www 2015f). Optimum parameters
were searched for by minimizing the cost function
defined as the L2 norm of velocity residuals. DE is a
robust stochastic optimizer working with a population
of candidate solutions at a time and not using
derivatives of the cost function, similarly to other
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Figure 5
Same as Fig. 4 but calculated by FTAN and serving for estimation of representative group velocities. Here the normalization is common for
each plot (normalizing separately for individual period like in Fig. 4 makes the graph less arranged). Group velocities are identified with the
ridges in the plots and are drawn in the bottom-right graph. Again the Rayleigh wave dispersion can be evaluated using either vertical or
radial components. The discrepancies are now much bigger compared to phase velocity measurement. In blue is drawn the average from
vertical and radial components, by the vertical bar are indicated their differences. Red curve gives Love wave group velocity dispersion

stochastic methods such as Neighborhood Algorithm
(SNOKE and SAMBRIDGE 2002). Solutions obtained by
application of DE are as a rule very stable and
reliable.
Result of a five-layer model inversion is given as
an example in Fig. 6 and Table 3. Perfect fit of
measured and calculated dispersions of both Rayleigh
and Love waves was achieved. The resulting

velocities are growing from the surface toward the
depth. The biggest velocity contrast is across the
bottom-most interface at a depth of 38.3 km, which
clearly corresponds to the crust–mantle transition
(Moho). This (mean) depth of Moho agrees well with
results of other researchers (e.g., HRUBCOVÁ et al.
2005, 2008; BEHM et al. 2007). Optimum P-to-S
velocity ratio is g = 1.57, i.e., lower than the
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(b)

Figure 6
a Measured phase velocities used for the inversion (squares) and the best fitting dispersion curves obtained after optimization (solid lines).
Blue—Rayleigh wave, red—Love wave. b Optimized 1D layered model providing perfect fit between measured and predicted phase
velocities

Table 3
Parameters of the optimal 1D five-layers model
Depth (km)

a (km s-1)

b (km s-1)

q (kg m-3)

7.8
17.8
23.7
31.7
38.3
–

5.35
5.67
5.97
6.33
6.50
7.17

3.40
3.60
3.79
4.03
4.13
4.56

2.48
2.58
2.68
2.80
2.85
3.06

standard value 1.73. Low g was found to be typical
for the Bohemian Massif also by interpreting other
datasets and using different methods like receiver
function analysis (GEISSLER et al. 2008; RŮŽEK et al.
2012). This simple inversion proved that our dataset
and calculated correlograms are consistent.

4. Dispersion Along Individual Paths
4.1. Phase Velocity Dispersion for Individual Paths
Phase velocity determination from seismic noise
measurements is more complicated than is the group
velocity determination. But the information contained
in the phase dispersion is more valuable than that in
the group dispersion (better accuracy, deeper
depth-resolution kernels, lower vulnerability to

contamination by interfering phases, see e.g., BOSCHI
et al. 2013). Here, we introduce a novel approach to
extract phase velocity dispersions by means of
optimizing the phase spectrum to fit the individual
tapered correlograms.
First, a rectangular time window with cosine
margins w(t) is applied to each correlogram s(t) in
order to isolate surface waves. The window is
centered around approximate arrival time of surface
waves T0 and its half-width Tw is growing with
station-to-station distance x to account for lengthening of the signal:
km
T0
yðtÞ ¼ sðtÞ:wðtÞ; T0 ½s  3:1x½½km=s
 ; Tw ½s  15 þ 8

0\t\T0  2Tw
 0;

p ðtTT0wþTw Þ ; T0  2Tw \t\T0  Tw
wðtÞ ¼
1;
 T0  Tw \t\T0 þ Tw
tT0 Tw
1
1
þ
cos
p
; T0 þ Tw \t\T0 þ 2Tw
Tw
2
2
0
T0 þ 2  Tw \t
ð4Þ
1
1
2 þ 2 cos

Windowed signal y(t) is then Fourier transformed
and resulting spectrum is considered as the ‘‘observed’’ spectrum:
Y obs ðxÞ ¼ fftðyðtÞÞ;
while the ‘‘calculated’’ spectrum is defined as

ð5aÞ
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Y

calc


 i
ðxÞ ¼ Y obs ðxÞe



xcðxxÞþ/0


:

ð5bÞ

In (5b), x is the station-to-station distance, c(x) is
(so far unknown) phase velocity, and u0 is the phase
correction term. In order to work correctly with
Green’s functions, correlograms should be time
differentiated or equivalently multiplied by ix in
the frequency domain (5a, 5b). Fitting of correlograms differs from fitting the Green’s functions just
by the weighting factor of ix. In order to keep the
fitting process as stable as possible, we do not apply
time differentiation and work directly with correlograms, which are smoother than the corresponding
Green’s functions. We assume that each correlogram
contains only fundamental mode of surface waves
(either Rayleigh or Love). The phase correction u0 in
(5b) is given as the phase of the complex variable z:




xx
xx
z ¼ J0
þ iH0
;
ð5cÞ
cðxÞ
cðxÞ
where J0 is Bessel function of zero-th order and H0 is
Struve function of zero-th order. The phase correction
term of Eq. (5c) is typically approximated by the
value of -p/4 for xx/c  1. However, application of
(5c) enables processing of all correlograms regardless
of the station-to-station distance or frequency; for
proof and further details see, e.g., (BOSCHI et al. 2013;
BOCHI and WEEMSTRA 2015; LIN et al. 2008; TSAI
2009, 2011). Equation (5b) is valid provided anelastic attenuation can be neglected. In such a case,
amplitude spectrum of a dispersive signal is preserved and only phase spectrum is modulated via
phase velocity and traveled distance.
Phase velocity c(x) is searched using minimization of L2 norm between the observed and calculated
spectra,

2
cðxÞ ¼ argminY obs ðxÞ  Y calc ðxÞ :
ð6Þ
In order to keep the optimization stable and
efficient, original phase velocity function c(x) is
approximated by a spline, which is automatically
smooth and much less parameters are involved. In our
case, velocities at four fixed frequencies [0, 1/12, 1/6,
and 1/2 Hz] were used to approximate c(x). Optimization then reduces to finding four optimum
velocities only for each of the processed
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correlograms. However, calculation of the norm in
Eq. 6 is performed in its full form, i.e., using all
frequencies corresponding to the length of the
analyzed signal and its sampling frequency.
The quality of the fit was estimated by the ratio
between the energy of the residuals in the time
domain:
 obs

y  ycalc 2
f ¼
:
ð7Þ
kyobs k2
The optimization was performed using genetic
algorithm designed for continuous parameters in
Scilab software package (www 2015e). An example
how this optimization works is illustrated for a
selected signal in Fig. 7. One can see that despite the
simple parameterization of the dispersion curve, the
observed and calculated signals agree very well. All
dispersion curves achieved this way are averaged and
are drawn in Fig. 8. Average of all these individual
path measurements corresponds pretty well with
average dispersion obtained via Eq. 2 and is already
presented in Fig. 4. This indicates that the phase
dispersion search procedure is consistent.

4.2. Group Velocity Dispersion for Individual Paths
FTAN analysis applied previously for getting the
representative group velocity dispersion can be used
separately for any single correlogram in order to get
group velocity dispersion corresponding to the particular station-to-station path. In order to achieve this
goal, each correlogram was repeatedly filtered by
Gaussian octave band-pass filter with central periods
Tc = 20, 16, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 3, 2 s. Each filtered
signal was transformed into its envelope, and from
the maximum on the envelope and from station-tostation offset, the appropriate group velocity was
calculated.
The set of individual group and phase velocity
measurements is presented in Fig. 8 in a form of
average and standard deviation for each central
period Tc. Note that the averaged individual velocities
coincide perfectly with the average velocities calculated independently (see Figs. 4, 5) and that the
scatter of the group velocities for any selected period
is higher than that of the phase velocities. This can be
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(a)
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(c)

(b)

Figure 7
Illustration how station-to-station phase dispersion optimization works. a Correlogram (vertical component) with a good SNR ratio of 7.9
obtained for a station pair ALE (15.629E, 49.265N) and NKC (12.448E, 50.233N), interstation distance 253 km (black) and, window used for
extracting useful part of the signal (green). b Zoom on windowed ‘‘observed’’ (black) and calculated (red) signals. c Average phase dispersion
from Fig. 4 (blue) is drawn for comparison with the optimum phase dispersion (red) corresponding to the ALE-NKC path measurement.
Amplitude spectrum (common to both observed and calculated signals) is drawn in black

(a)

(b)

Figure 8
Mean (lines) and standard deviations (error bars) of individual station-to-station a phase and b group velocity dispersions over all station
pairs. Red solid curves correspond to Love waves, blue solid curves correspond to Rayleigh waves. Note the higher scatter of group velocities
compared to phase velocities. Average velocities from Figs. 4 and 6 are drawn by black hatched lines for comparison; they are nearly identical
with the averages from the individual measurements. Error bars represent both measurement errors and variability of the geological
environment manifested by variability of dispersion

due to generally lower accuracy of the group velocity
determination but also due to the different sensitivity
of the group and the phase velocities to the same
velocity structure.
4.3. Accuracy of Dispersion Measurements
A possible way how to estimate the velocity
accuracy is to compare the doublet of Rayleigh wave

measurements performed using vertical and radial
components. In an ideal case, Rayleigh wave speed
should be the same if either vertical or radial
component was used. In reality, these two measurements differ. Both phase and group velocities can be
discussed this way. Let us assume a doublet of phase
velocity measurements on vertical and radial components {cZ, cR} as an independent sample of a
Gaussian random variable with mean cM and standard
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deviation Dc: c = N(cM, Dc). A new random variable
constructed as their difference, cZR = cZ-cR, is again
Gaussian with zero mean and doubled variance:
cZR = N(0, H2.Dc). By inspecting the set of Rayleigh
wave speed differences, the velocity accuracy Dc can
be determined.
Histograms of differences both for phase and
group velocities are presented in Fig. 9. The velocity
accuracy seems to be nearly the same both for the
group and phase velocity measurements: Dc =
0.14 km/s for phase velocity and Dc = 0.13 km/s
for group velocity. This finding apparently contradicts the expectation of less accurate group velocity
measurement due to the flatness of signal envelopes
used in FTAN (Fig. 5). Two issues should be
addressed in this context: (i) One must keep in mind
that irregularities present on vertical and radial
components of a particular correlogram can be
correlated. Consequently, positions of maxima on
the respective envelopes are correlated as well and,
the accuracy based on the travel time differences
between vertical and radial components is potentially
underestimated. Therefore, the apparent accuracy of
the group velocity measurements achieved this way
represents rather the lower limit of the true accuracy
of the single station-to-station dispersion curve.
(ii) Errors of average group and phase velocities
presented in Sect. 3 cannot be compared with errors
of ‘individual path’ group and phase velocities
estimated from vertical and radial measurement pairs.
In the former case, all data are first averaged over the
whole target area, and thus, inhomogeneity of the

Bohemian Massif contributes to the error estimates
considerably.
The error analysis can be performed selectively
for a fixed frequency/period or for a fixed station-tostation offset, and possible dependencies can be
investigated. It was found that the accuracy of
velocity determination is nearly independent on
frequency/period or distance.

5. Crustal Models of the Geological Units
In principle, path-averaged velocities can be
localized to particular geographic points by means of
seismic tomography, and local dispersion achieved
this way can be inverted to local depth-velocity
models. Such procedure is, however, rather unstable and thus here we take a simpler yet more robust
approach to get selective information about the
S-wave velocities in the Bohemian Massif.
MOLINARI and MORELLI (2011) present reference
crustal model for the European Plate (EPCrust),
showing relatively homogeneous crust in the Bohemian Massif. However, the region of interest is
traditionally understood as a collection of five geological units: Saxothuringian, Teplá-Barrandean,
Sudetes,
Moravo-Silesian,
and
Moldanubian
(Fig. 10). These units are predisposed tectonically
and differ by their geological history and evolution.
Probably deeper parts of the Earth (lower crust and
upper mantle) are segmented similarly. Basic idea
was to get representative velocity dispersion for each
individual geological unit.

phase/group velocities accuracy
5

5.1. Surface Waves Dispersion in Distinct
Geological Units

4
3

phase
group

2
1
0
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0

0.5

1.0 1.5

2.0

velocity difference [km/s]

Figure 9
Histograms of Rayleigh wave velocity differences between the
vertical and radial components for all the phase and group velocity
data. Both histograms are similar to each other: they are bellshaped with zero mean and nearly the same width

Five sets of individual path dispersion curves
(including both phase/group and Rayleigh/Love dispersion) were selected based on the assumption that
each station-to-station path lies completely in the
same geological unit. Another restriction was that
only dispersion data corresponding to correlograms
providing low misfit during the phase velocity
measurements (f \ 0.4, see Eq. 7) were considered.
Each set provided mean dispersions and covariance matrices characterizing the variability inside the
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Figure 10
Top Map showing geological units within the Bohemian Massif: 1 Saxothuringian, 2 Teplá-Barrandean; 3 Sudetes; 4 Moravo-Silesian; 5
Moldanubian. Bottom left Average phase velocities with error bars in distinct geological units (R1 = Rayleigh wave/ Saxothuringian,
L1 = Love wave/Saxothuringian, R2 = Rayleigh wave/Teplá-Barrandean, etc. Bottom right: The same as at the right but for group velocities.
Note much higher scatter of group velocities compared to phase velocities

geological units (Fig. 10). Surprisingly, there is only
a small difference between the average phase velocities in the individual geological units. Mean
Rayleigh wave phase velocities differ approximately
by 0.03 km/s between units but the variability inside
the units is around 0.139 km/s. We note that this
variability is by an order larger than the error of the
mean dispersion curve estimated from the difference
between vertical and radial components (Fig. 9).
Indeed, the error of the average over *100 individual
dispersion curves inside each of the geological units
is *10 times lower than the estimated single station-

to-station measurement error Dc = 0.14 km/s. Similar relation holds also for the Love wave phase
velocities. Average difference between units is
0.06 km/s, and the average variability inside units is
0.158 km/s.
Figure 10 (bottom right) shows group velocities
averaged over individual geological units. The curves
overlap each other. Average velocity differences
between units are 0.108 km/s (Rayleigh wave) and
0.165 km/s (Love wave). Average variability inside
units are 0.293 km/s (Rayleigh) and 0.380 km/s
(Love). Again the group velocity curves do not seem
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to have potential to distinguish different geological
units.
We point out that similarity of the dispersion
curves does not necessarily imply similarity of the
S-wave velocity models of the individual geological
units. Indeed, one needs to fully consider statistical
aspects of the problem as follows: i) the uncertainties
shown in Fig. 10 (bottom) correspond only to the
diagonal terms (variances) of the complete covariance
matrices, which include additional information on the
interrelations between the velocity measurements at
the individual frequencies (periods), and ii) the
relation between the dispersion curves and the velocity models is nonlinear. Therefore, in the next section,
we invert for depth-dependent velocity models of each
of the geological unit taking into account all the
dispersion data collectively (phase ? group, Rayleigh ? Love) including the complete description of
their uncertainties (covariance matrices).

Love waves (for periods Ti = {8, 6, 4, 3, 2} [s]).
The number of used group velocities is lower due to
worse performance of FTAN at higher periods (see
Fig. 5) and these data were excluded from the
inversion. Thus, the total number of data for each
inversion was m = 28.
Optimum parameters were calculated by minimizing the L2 norm including the data covariances,

fbi ; mg ¼ argmin DcTR CR1 DcR þ DcTL CL1 DcL
ð8Þ
þDvTR VR1 DvR þ DvTL VL1 DvL ;

5.2. Inversion of Locally Averaged Dispersion
Curves
All inversions were carried out using 1D models
composed as a sequence of homogeneous and
isotropic layers over halfspace. Each layer and
halfspace were defined by P and S-wave propagation
velocities, thickness, and density. Different combinations of optimized and fixed parameters can be
used throughout the inverse process. In the following,
the number of layers was set to n = 10, and depths of
interfaces were fixed (hi = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20,
25, 33 km}), thus the thicknesses of the layers were
not optimized. The S-wave propagation velocities bi
were free parameters subject to inversion. One extra
free parameter common to all layers g = ai/bi was
used for linking P and S-wave velocities. Density was
related to P-wave propagation velocity via the
empirical rule used previously, qi = 0.77 ? 0.32ai
(RŮŽEK et al. 2012). S-wave velocity in the halfspace
was fixed to b? = 4.56 km/s, according to the result
of the initial inversion of the phase velocities
obtained using all correlograms (Fig. 6; Table 3).
Inverted data were represented by the set of 9
phase velocities of both Rayleigh and Love waves
(for periods Ti = {20, 16, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 3, 2} [s]),
and by the set of 5 group velocities of Rayleigh and

where in the first term DcR = cobs – ccalc is the
residual of the phase velocity of Rayleigh wave and
CR is the appropriate covariance matrix. The next
terms in Eq. (8) are contributions of phase velocity of
Love waves (DcL, CL), group velocities of Rayleigh
(DvR, VR), and Love waves (DvL, VL), respectively.
Solution to Eq. (8) was achieved by application of the
‘Differential evolution algorithm,’ for details, see
e.g., STORN and PRICE (1997) or www (2015f). In
order to improve the stability of inversion, not only
S-wave velocity in the halfspace was fixed but also
only models with velocity increasing with depth were
allowed. Under such limitations, repeated inversions
of the same dataset resulted in nearly the same optimum models even if evolutionary algorithm worked
with populations of different candidate solutions
simultaneously and starting configurations were also
different.
Each dataset corresponding to one geological unit
was inverted several times. First standard inversion
procedure was run (see Fig. 11 for the results). Next
the input data were synthesized using the velocity
model just gained and inverted 10-times but adding
artificial Gaussian noise defined by the appropriate
covariance matrix. In this way, 10 different velocity
models were achieved, and the accuracy of the
solution can be estimated. It must be noted that here
the Gaussian noise formally represents mainly the
variability of the geological medium inside the
geological unit being averaged into one dataset.
The differences between depth-velocity models of
particular geological units are of the same order as is
the accuracy (and true 3D lateral variability) of the
models. This is not surprising because the input
data also seemingly overlap in the range of their
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uncertainties (Fig. 10). Nevertheless, we point out
that the amount of variability of the velocity models
is not the same for all units. Indeed, the internal
variability of the individual geological units can be
quantified by evaluating the velocity RMS of acceptable models (i.e., quantifying the scatter of blueline
models in Fig. 11). Result of such classification is as
follows: Moravo-Silesian ± 0.34 km/s, Moldanubian ± 0.38 km/s,
TepláBarrandean ± 0.38 km/s,
Saxothuringian ± 0.46 km/s, Sudetes ± 0.54 km/s,
suggesting that the first three units are more homogeneous than the other two. We point out that the
amount of variability of the velocity models is also
depth dependent. Indeed, the variability of the first
three (more homogeneous) models is larger at depths
larger than approximately 10–15 km.
Figure 11 allows for addressing common features
of the inferred models. S-wave velocity grows rapidly
in the depth range of 0–5 km, i.e., in the upper crust.
Middle crust (depth range of *5 to 12 km) can be
identified as quasi-homogeneous horizon with negligible vertical velocity gradient. Lower crust
(depth [*15 km) is recognized again by vertical
velocity gradient, but in this case, some manifestation
of the crust mantle discontinuity can take into effect
as well. Our dispersion data are limited to the highest
period of 20 s, what roughly corresponds to the
maximum depth range of 20 km. Moho discontinuity
is not expected to be detectable by this measurement.
The differences between the units are not big but
still detectable. The most compact unit is Moldanubian. There is relatively small velocity gradient close
to the surface and the velocity is high there (3.30 km/
s). Contrarily, the lowest surface velocity and highest
gradient are typical for Teplá-Barrandean (2.75 km/
s). Models of other three units (Saxothuringian,
Sudetes, Moravo-Silesian) are similar to Teplá-Barrandean model as regards upper crust. Middle crust is
characterized by nearly zero vertical velocity gradients for all units. Fastest S-waves are in MoravoSilesian (*3.65 km/s) and slowest one in Saxothuringian (*3.45 km/s). Thickness of this quasihomogeneous horizon is lower for Saxothuringian,
Teplá-Barrandean, and Sudetes. The depth from
where the S-wave velocity starts to grow is around
12 km in these units. The thickness of homogeneous
middle crust in Moravo-Silesian and Moldanubian is
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higher. The bottom boundary lies at depth of around
18 km. This feature can coincide with variable Moho
depth, because the deepest Moho within Bohemian
Massif is in central and southern Moldanubian (e.g.,
Karousová et al. 2012).

6. Discussion
1D layered models obtained from averaged dispersion can be substituted by piecewise-continuous
functions composed from three linear segments,
which enable evaluation of vertical velocity gradients
and easy classification of individual models. The
topmost segment characterizes approximately the first
3 km below the surface. Strong vertical velocity
gradient can be explained by combined effect of
sedimentary cover and variable compactness of the
rock near the surface. The intermediate segment
coincides approximately with the depth range of *3
to 15 km. The velocity gradient in this segment is
generally small, and therefore, the homogeneity of
this geological horizon is supposed to be much higher
than that for surface parts. The bottom-most segment
can be interpreted in the depth range *15–20 km.
Again significant vertical velocity gradient is
observed. Qualitatively, it seems that middle crust is
the most homogeneous layer-like part of the crust in
Bohemian Massif. Uppermost crust is highly heterogeneous probably due to intensive modeling by
geological and tectonic processes. Lower crust seems
to be relatively inhomogeneous, probably due to
variable character of the crust–mantle transition
(starting from sharp contrast to smooth laminated
transition). It must be emphasized that similar qualitative characteristic holds also for P-wave depthvelocity cross sections obtained by seismic tomography (RŮŽEK et al. 2007). Analogously, HRUBCOVÁ
et al. (2005) found by inverse modeling that most
pronounced vertical velocity gradient of P-waves
occurs in the surface parts down to the depth
*23 km in the Barrandean and Saxothuringian,
while Moldanubian and Moravo-Silesian units show
more homogeneous medium in the topmost parts of
the geological environment. Most variability of
P-wave velocity fields was observed in surface parts
down to depth of *35 km also by processing
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Figure 11
Results of inversion of averaged dispersion in the individual
geological units (all panels except of the right lower-most one).
Measured and best fitting dispersion curves are shown together
with error bars in the left part of each panel: phase velocities of
Love waves—green, Rayleigh waves—red; group velocities of
Love waves—blue, Rayleigh waves—black. Best fitting dispersions achieved by inversion are drawn as solid lines with the same
color as measured data. S-wave velocity model best fitting the
measured dispersion is drawn in thick red in the right part of each
panel. Another 10 inversions using measured data contaminated by
random noise are depicted by thin blue lines. Best fitting S-wave
velocity models of each geological unit drawn in right bottom
graph. In order to make the differences between the 5 models better
visible, depth-velocity curves are drawn as broken lines with their
nodes located to the middle of each layer. Other velocity models
from Table 4 are drawn by dashed lines

international profiles VI and VII of deep seismic
soundings (NOVOTNÝ and URBAN 1988).
Segment-like description of S-wave velocity
models in the studied geological units is summarized
in Table 4, where also other known velocity models
are given. Generally, very good agreement can be
found between the S-wave velocities in the middle
segments (i.e., ‘middle-crust’ in this study) and ‘upper-crust’ velocities of other models. Obviously, Pg
and Sg phases (used for construction of other models
from Table 4) are measured along rays traveling
mostly in the depth of *3–15 km.
The differences between geological units of the
Bohemian Massif as seen by surface waves are not
big. Internal variability inside any geological unit is
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of the same order as is the difference between the
units. Either the geological specification and individualization of units is restricted to only thin surface
parts of the Earth, or geological and tectonic environment is not fully reflected in mechanical
properties of the medium. However, some qualitative
exceptions between units can be addressed. The most
geomechanical compactness can be found in
Moldanubian. The S-wave velocity tends to be high,
while vertical gradient tends to be low. HRUBCOVÁ
et al. (2005) observed relatively strong PmP reflections in Moldanubian, while in other units, the crust–
mantle reflections were poorly visible. This finding
proves relatively homogeneous Moldanubian crust
indicated also by noise measurements of this study.
Besides of S-wave models, also the g = a/b ratio
was provided by the inversion of dispersion curves.
Values corresponding to all considered geological
units including their uncertainties are given in
Table 4. With respect to the standard value g = 1.73
(Poisson’s ratio 0.25), the inferred values of g are
rather low, g = 1.53-1.67. Lower than standard g
values were reported also in previous studies (GEISSLER et al. 2008; RŮŽEK et al. 2012). Again the lowest
g is observed in Moldanubian (1.54 ± 0.02) and
Moravo-Silesian (1.53 ± 0.06). These units are supposed to be the most consolidated and most rigid
objects in the scale of observation. Low vp to vs ratio
thus indicates that crustal parts of Bohemian Masiff
are predominantly felsic.

Table 4
Different S-wave velocity models in (km/s)
Model

Upper crust (0–20 km)

lower crust (20–35 km)

Upper mantle

IASP91
(KENNETT and ENGDAHL 1991)
ak135
(KENNETT et al. 1995)
Regional model
(RŮŽEK et al. 2000)

3.36

3.88

4.47

3.46

3.75

4.48

3.49

–

4.57

This study (z is depth in [km])
Geological unit

Upper crust (0–2 km)

Middle crust (2–15 km)

P-to-S velocity ratio g

Saxothuringian
Teplá-Barrandean
Sudetes
Moravo-Silesian
Moldanubian

3.10
2.75
2.85
3.00
3.30

3.48
3.34
3.43
3.40
3.47

1.67
1.67
1.63
1.53
1.54

?
?
?
?
?

0.142z
0.375z
0.375z
0.167z
0.131z

?
?
?
?

0.018z
0.012z
0.018z
0.014z

±
±
±
±
±

0.11
0.15
0.11
0.06
0.02
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7. Conclusions
Seismic noise interferometry was used first time
in the Bohemian Massif in a comprehensive form.
Correlograms of vertical, radial, and transverse
components were calculated for almost thousand
station to station pairs using long-term (12 years)
recordings of broadband seismic stations. Both group
and phase path-averaged dispersion of surface waves
were evaluated. Individual dispersion curves were
next averaged with respect to rays propagating
exclusively through distinct geological units. Averaged dispersion curves were inverted using 1D
layered velocity models. Resulting models characterize the individual geological units. Knowledge
achieved by processing and interpreting the appropriate data is as follows:
• Ambient noise processing enables dense areal
measurement in a regional scale, which is difficult
to obtain by using other methods.
• Result of processing is information related predominantly to S-waves, which is hard to get by
more standard (refraction/reflection) techniques.
• Five averaged velocity models corresponding to
commonly accepted geological units were
obtained.
• Bohemian Massif as a whole is a consolidated
geological entity, the most homogeneous part is
generally the middle crust.
• The vp to vs ratio is generally rather low in the
whole Bohemian Massif.
• The differences between the units are small and are
of the same order as their internal variability.
• Moldanubian is the most rigid part of the
Bohemian Massif.
• Careful 3D ambient noise tomography taking
correctly into account physical sensitivity at various periods (e.g., adjoint tomography) is needed to
better utilize information in seismic data.
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